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The human gut flora is important for our well-being. The gut bacteria are able to degrade and metabolize complex carbohydrates. Examples of such carbohydrates are β-mannans. β-Mannans consist of a backbone of β-1,4-linked mannose units and are present in e.g. the endosperm of legumes such as guar or carob. The composition of the β-mannan varies with the plant source. Carob and guar β-mannans are substituted with α-1,6-linked galactose units and are soluble in water. They make a viscous solution that is used e.g. as food thickener. It is known that guar gum galactomannan can be fermented by the human gut flora. The main enzymes that hydrolyze β-mannan backbones are called β-mannanases. β-Mannanases have been studied and characterized from a range of environments. However, β-mannanases have yet not been studied from the gut flora to any significant extent. This thesis focuses on β-mannanases from families GH5 and GH26 from the gut bacteria Bacteroides and Bifidobacterium.

In Paper I, we have studied the effect of galactomannan on metabolic markers and four bacterial genera in rats fed with guar gum. Guar gum of different viscosities was tested. We found that Bifidobacterium counts were increased when the rats were fed guar gum, regardless of viscosity, while the number of Bacteroides was not different from the control. In Papers II-IV we characterized four enzymes from these genera possibly involved in the degradation of guar gum and other mannans. We characterized BaMan26A, a GH26 β-mannanase from Bifidobacterium adolescentis in Paper II and a GH5 β-mannanase, BlMan5_8, from Bifidobacterium animalis subsp. lactis in Paper IV. In Paper III we characterized two GH26 β-mannanases, BoMan26A and BoMan26B, from Bacteroides ovatus that are encoded by a polysaccharide utilization locus. A crystal structure of BoMan26A displayed the (α/β)8 fold of clan GH-A enzymes and a substrate binding cleft. The four β-mannanases were found to vary in product profile and fine-tuned substrate specificity within the group of β-mannans. While BlMan5_8 produced oligosaccharides of varying length from β-mannan, BoMan26A produced almost exclusively mannobiose from β-mannan. BoMan26B produced mainly mannobiose, while BaMan26A produced manntriose as a major product. BlMan5_8 is predicted to be secreted, while BoMan26B and BaMan26A appear to be anchored to the cell. BaMan26A is predicted to be located in the periplasmic space.

This work gives further insight in the molecular details of β-mannan catabolism in the gut.
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För att få energi bryter bakterierna ner kolhydrater och fibrer. För att bryta ner kolhydrater behövs enzymyler. Kolhydraterna som når tarmen är ofta sådana som vi inte kan bryta ner för att vi inte har enzymyler som kan bryta ner dem. Bakterierna har olika enzymyler som bryter ner kolhydraterna, men många av dem har hittills inte studerats i detalj och man vet inte hur nedbrytningen av vissa fibrer fungerar i tarmen.

Eftersom bakterierna konkurrerar om maten med varandra måste de specialisera sig på vissa typer av kolhydrater som de bryter ner och får energi utav. Olika bakterier kan därför ha enzymyler som bryter ner kolhydraterna på olika sätt och till olika produkter. Eftersom kolhydraterna är stora molekyler behöver bakterierna utsöndra enzymylerna i omgivningen för att kunna bryta ner dem.

I vår forskargrupp studerar vi en typ av fibrer som kallas mannaner, mer specifikt β-mannaner. Mannaner består av långa kedjor av ihopkopplade sockermolekyler, precis som cellulosa, fast med ett socker som heter mannos i stället för glukos. Mannaner finns i kokos, kaffe och bajlväxter. De finns också i fruktkärnmjöl (E410), guarkärnmjöl (E412) och glukomannan (E425). Dessa växtbaserade sockermolekyler används som förtjockningsmedel i livsmedel, bl.a. glass. I min avhandling har jag studerat enzymyler som kan bryta ner β-mannan till kortare kedjor av mannos. De kallas β-mannanaser.

Vi har studerat fyra olika mannanaser från tarmbakterier. Alla bakterier har inte mannanaser, så det första vi gör är att ta reda på vilka bakterier har dessa enzymyler. Det finns flera sätt att göra det på. Vi har använt databaser, där forskare lagrer upp DNA-sekvenser för bakterier för att se om där finns DNA-sekvenser som liknar de som kodar för kända mannanaser. När vi har hittat dem klipper vi ut genen och sätter in dem i en laboratoriestam av *E. coli*. Denna teknik kallas kloning. Sedan får *E. coli* tillverka mannanaset åt oss. När vi har framställt mannanaserna studerar vi hur de fungerar, vilken molekylstruktur de har, vilka nedbrytningsprodukter de
ger, om de är känsliga för temperatur och surhet. Genom att studera enzymerna får vi även svar på vilka socker den relevanta bakterien troligen kan växa på, och på så sätt förutse vilka socker som skulle kunna gagna deras tillväxt.

Mannaner kan se olika ut beroende på vilken växt de kommer ifrån. Oftast består de inte bara av mannos, utan också av andra enkla sockerarter, t.ex. galaktos och glukos. P.g.a. att mannan består av olika sockerarter gör det svårare att bryta ner det och det behövs flera olika enzym för att bryta ner mannan till mannos. Vi har funnit att mannanaserorna från tarmfloran inte kan bryta ner alla typer av mannan. Ett mannanas från *Bifidobacterium adolescentis* kan bryta ner guarkärnmjöl (Paper II), som innehåller mycket galaktos, medan mannanasets från *Bifidobacterium animalis lactis* inte kan det (Paper IV).


I ett av mina projekt studerar vi hälsoeffekten av olika långa mannan-molekyler från guarkärnmjöl. För att få molekylerna olika långa använde jag ett mannanas för att bryta ner dem på ett kontrollerat sätt. Vi har sedan sett att det spelar inget roll hur långa mannanerorna är för att antalet bifidobakterier ska öka. Däremot såg vi skillnader i halter av vissa ämnen i blodet och levern, vilket tyder på skillnader i förjäsningen av mannan i tarmen (Paper I).

I mitt arbete har jag bidragit med kunskap om hur vissa tarmbakterier bryter mer mannan och vilka bakteriegrupper som ökar om man äter mannan. Genom dessa studier kan vi få reda på vilka fibrer vi ska äta för att ändra tarmfloran. Denna kunskapen är viktig för att kunna skapa balans i tarmfloran hos en sjuk person. Men detaljkunskap om enzymerna kan också användas för att se vilka enzymer som skulle passa att användas i industrin för att göra olika produkter som är baserade på förnyelsebara kolhydrater.
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Abbreviations

BaMan26A  β-mannanase from *Bifidobacterium adolescentis* ATCC 15703
BlMan5_8  β-mannanase from *Bifidobacterium animalis* subsp. *lactis* Bl-04
BoMan26A  β-mannanase A from *Bacteroides ovatus* ATCC 8483
BoMan26B  β-mannanase B from *Bacteroides ovatus* ATCC 8483
CAZy     carbohydrate active enzymes database
CfMan26A  β-mannanase from *Cellulomonas fimi* ATCC 484
CjMan5A   β-mannanase GH5 A from *Cell vibrio japonicus* Ueda107
CjMan5B   β-mannanase GH5 B from *Cell vibrio japonicus* Ueda107
CjMan5C   β-mannanase GH5 C from *Cell vibrio japonicus* Ueda107
CjMan26A  β-mannanase GH26 A from *Cell vibrio japonicus* Ueda107
CjMan26B  β-mannanase GH26 B from *Cell vibrio japonicus* Ueda107
CjMan26C  β-mannanase GH26 C from *Cell vibrio japonicus* Ueda107
CBM     carbohydrate binding module
DP       degree of polymerization
GH       glycoside hydrolase
GH5      glycoside hydrolase family 5
GH5_8    glycoside hydrolase family 5, subfamily 8
GH26     glycoside hydrolase family 26
HTCS    hybrid two-component system
HPAEC-PAD high performance anion exchange chromatography with pulsed amperometric detection
Ig-like  immunoglobulin-like
LBG     locust bean gum galactomannan
M2     β-1,4-mannobiose
M3  β-1,4-mannotriose
M4  β-1,4-mannotetraose
M5  β-1,4-mannopentaose
M6  β-1,4-mannohexaose
PHGG partially hydrolyzed guar gum
PUL polysaccharide utilization locus
SCFA  short chain fatty acids
SLH  S-layer homology module
SUS starch utilization system
Polysaccharides constitute a major source of renewable material in the world. Plants use these polysaccharides to give structure and strength in the cell wall and also for energy storage in seeds (Scheller and Ulvskov, 2010). The polysaccharides, including β-mannans, have a potential to be utilized industrially for various applications such as biofuel production, in paper and textile making, as food thickeners or to make packaging materials (Mudgil et al., 2014, Mikkonen et al., 2012, Kisonen et al., 2012). Polysaccharides are also an important part of the human diet, but not all polysaccharides are digestible by human enzymes. Some gut bacteria have the enzymes needed to degrade certain dietary fibers and are able to feed on them (Martens et al., 2011, Larsbrink et al., 2014, El Kaoutari et al., 2013). Human gut flora has gained more interest recently, since the gut flora is important for our health and alterations of the bacterial composition have been linked to various conditions such as type I and II diabetes and obesity (Qin et al., 2012, Sekirov et al., 2010, Bleau et al., 2014, Bäckhed et al., 2005). Therefore, it is beneficial to be able to modulate the gut flora. It is interesting to study which polysaccharides selectively stimulate growth of beneficial bacteria (Figueroa-Gonzalez et al., 2011, Ohashi et al., 2012). The term used to describe such compounds is prebiotics (Koropatkin et al., 2012).

Polysaccharides differ in sugar composition and linkages. β-Mannans are mannose-based polysaccharides present in e.g. cell walls of softwoods, seeds of legumes, coconut and coffee beans. β-Mannans have been shown to stimulate growth of health promoting bacteria (Okubo et al., 1994), relieve symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome (Giannini et al., 2006) and have been suggested for use in drug delivery (Gliko-Kabir et al., 2000, Andersson Roos et al., 2008).

To use a polysaccharide for an application, such as prebiotics or for packaging purposes, polysaccharides often need to be modified with respect to molecular weight and degree of substitution to give them new physico-chemical properties, such as changed viscosity and solubility needed for the application (Andersson Roos et al., 2008, Dominiak et al., 2014). It is difficult to modify these properties chemically in a controlled way. Instead, enzymes are powerful tools that can potentially be used to tailor the polysaccharides to the form needed for the application. Only a fraction of naturally occurring enzymes has been explored so far in this respect. Digestive enzymes are usually specific for certain polysaccharides, and can produce different products from them, depending on the
enzyme used. The enzymes also vary in the rate of the reaction, pH optimum and temperature sensitivity. It is beneficial to study enzymes from novel niches, such as the gut, to be able to select suitable candidate enzymes for the specific applications.

β-Mannan polysaccharides have various characteristics based on their sugar composition, length, and substitution, giving them different properties. Several enzymes are needed to break them down to monomeric sugars. To break down galactoglucomannan, present in soft wood cell walls, six main enzymes are needed: β-mannanase, that cleaves the internal bonds between the mannose units and produces oligosaccharides; β-mannosidase, that cleaves of terminal mannose from the oligosaccharides; β-glucosidase, that removes glucose from oligosaccharides, α-galactosidase that removes the galactose side chains and acetyl esterase that removes the acetyl substitutions (Gilbert et al., 2008).

To be able to utilize the polysaccharides, bacteria need to have enzymes to degrade them. The aim of this thesis is to bring new knowledge about the molecular details of the enzymatic β-mannan conversion in the gut. To achieve this, β-mannanases from different gut bacteria were studied (Papers II-IV). Also the effect of mannan on metabolic markers in rats was studied (Paper I). This thesis gives new insight into the β-mannan metabolism of the gut bacteria.

Human gut bacteria

There are more bacterial cells in the human body than human cells. Most of these cells populate the intestines, where they reach a cell density of $10^{11}$-$10^{12}$ colony forming units per mg of intestinal content in the colon (Sekirov et al., 2010). The human gut flora has co-evolved with its host and is important for its well-being. It consists mostly of bacteria, but also archaea and eukaryotic organisms are present (Bäckhed et al., 2005). The microorganisms have adapted to feed on our diet and also endogenous human glycans (Koropatkin et al., 2012). The bacteria stimulate the immune system, produce short chain fatty acids (SCFA), which lower the pH, forming a possibly unfavorable environment for pathogenic bacteria (Bäckhed et al., 2005). Changes in the microbiota have been linked to inflammatory bowel syndrome, type 1 and 2 diabetes, allergy and obesity (Karlsson et al., 2013, Sekirov et al., 2010, Everard et al., 2013).

The gut microbiota accompanies us throughout life and changes in its composition with age (Karlsson et al., 2013). Common phyla in the adult human gut are Firmicutes (such as Clostridia and Lactobacillus) and Bacteroidetes (such as Bacteroides), while Actinobacteria (such as Bifidobacterium) have relatively lower abundance. The bacterial composition varies with diet and environmental exposure, which results in great differences between individuals when sampled.
The bacterial diversity decreases with aging, resulting in lower levels of SCFA (Eckburg et al., 2005, Karlsson et al., 2013, Koropatkin et al., 2012).

The bacteria feed on the polysaccharides that pass through our digestive system and on host-derived mucins. The gut flora composition can change with the diet composition. Hence, diet can be used to modulate the gut flora (Koropatkin et al., 2012, Okubo et al., 1994, McNulty et al., 2013).

**β-Mannans**

β-Mannans are β-1,4-linked mannose based polymers that are found in diverse sources, such as plant and algae cell walls, as storage polysaccharides in endosperms of seeds and corms and even as anti-freeze molecules in different species (Walters et al., 2011, Scheller and Ulvskov, 2010, Rodriguez-Gacio del Carmen et al., 2012, Lundqvist et al., 2003). The structure of the mannans varies with the source. Some yeasts, such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Candida albicans contain α-1,6 and α-1,2-linked mannans in their cell walls. A different set of enzymes is needed to degrade α-mannans (Cuskin et al., 2015, Kobayashi et al., 1997) and they will not be discussed in this thesis. Hereafter, β-1,4-mannans will be referred to as Mannans.

The structures of β-mannans used in this thesis are presented in Table 1. Linear chains of β-1,4-polymannose are found in ivory nut and date kernels. This polysaccharide has an approximate degree of polymerization (DP) of 20 and is insoluble in water (Meier, 1958). In other sources, such as endosperms of carob and guar seeds, the mannan is substituted in a random fashion with α-1,6-linked galactose, which makes it water soluble, see Figure 1. In carob seed galactomannan (also called locust bean gum, LBG), the galactose substitution ratio is about one galactose unit per 3-4 mannose units (Lazaridou et al., 2001, McCleary et al., 1985), while guar seeds contain galactomannan where every 1.5-2 mannose units are substituted with a galactose unit (McCleary et al., 1985), see Table 1.

β-Mannans can also have glucose in the backbone. The corm of Amorphophallus konjac contains glucomannan, consisting of a backbone of β-1,4-linked mannose and glucose (ratio 1.6:2). Konjac glucomannan is acetylated, which makes it water soluble (Albrecht et al., 2011). Both galactomannans and konjac glucomannan are used as thickeners in the food industry (Mudgil et al., 2014) and can be fermented by the gut flora (Matsuura, 1998, Tomlin et al., 1986, Albrecht et al., 2011). Secondary cell walls of soft woods contain up to 25% dry weight galactoglucomannan, which has a backbone of glucose and mannose and is substituted with α-1,6-linked galactose units and is also acetylated (Lundqvist et al., 2003).
The preparations of guar gum are sometimes partially hydrolyzed to reduce viscosity for use in e.g. the food industry. Partially hydrolyzed guar gum (PHGG) is available in different molecular weight depending on the preparation. Studies on human PHGG consumption have shown that PHGG decreases symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome, such as diarrhea and constipation (Giannini et al., 2006). PHGG of different molecular weight has been shown to have different effect on SCFA profiles when fed to rats (Stewart and Slavin, 2006).

Figure 1. Structural representation of a galactomannan.

Table 1. Structure of β-mannan substrates used in this work (Albrecht et al., 2011, McCleary et al., 1985, Lazaridou et al., 2001, Meier, 1958).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Plant source</th>
<th>Backbone</th>
<th>Side groups</th>
<th>Solubility in water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>galactomannan</td>
<td>locust bean (carob)</td>
<td>β-1,4-Mannosyl</td>
<td>α-1,6-Galactosyl (Gal:Man ratio 1:3-4)</td>
<td>Soluble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>galactomannan</td>
<td>guar</td>
<td>β-1,4-Mannosyl</td>
<td>α-1,6-Galactosyl (Gal:Man ratio 1:1.5-2)</td>
<td>Soluble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mannan</td>
<td>ivory nut</td>
<td>β-1,4-Mannosyl</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Insoluble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glucomannan</td>
<td><em>Amorphophallus konjac</em></td>
<td>β-1,4-Mannosyl, β-1,4-glucosyl</td>
<td>Acetyl</td>
<td>Soluble</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Both konjac glucomannan and guar gum galactomannan can be fermented by the human gut flora (Matsuura, 1998, Tomlin et al., 1986). Tomlin et al. suggested that the degradation is accomplished both by secreted (non-cell attached) and cell associated enzymes, as both filtered and non-filtered feces decreased the viscosity of guar gum. Partially hydrolyzed guar gum (PHGG) of molecular weight of about 20 kDa has been shown to be degraded by human gut bacteria and increase the number of bifidobacteria in vivo in human volunteers (Okubo et al., 1994). Bifidobacteria were also found to increase in numbers in human fecal inoculum when grown on galactoglucomannan from spruce (Rivas et al., 2012). The metabolism of PHGG in the human gut is associated with increase in short chain fatty acids (SCFA) (Ohashi et al., 2012).

Bifidobacterium adolescentis, B. longum and several other intestinal bacteria tested were unable to grow on PHGG in vitro (Okubo et al., 1994). These results are also in line with earlier in vitro studies by Crociani et al. (1994) and Salyers et al. (1977) where most strains tested of B. adolescentis (incl. ATCC 15703) did not grow on guar gum or locust bean gum galactomannan. There are differences between different strains of B. adolescentis in the ability to grow on mannose, where type strain ATCC 15703 has been found not to grow on mannose (Turroni et al., 2012, Degnan and Macfarlane, 1991).

As suggested by Ohashi et al. (2012), PHGG does not stimulate the growth of Bifidobacterium directly, but may be a substrate for other bacteria. The oligosaccharides or other molecules produced by these other bacteria could then potentially stimulate the growth of Bifidobacterium. Bacteroides ovatus, Clostridium cocoides and Peptostreptococcus productus did grow on PHGG in vitro (Okubo et al., 1994), suggesting that they could potentially have enzymes that perform the initial hydrolysis of guar gum to oligosaccharides. A study by Hartemink and Rombouts also showed that some strains of B. ovatus, as well as Clostridium butyricum were able to reduce the viscosity of guar gum (Hartemink and Rombouts, 1999), but did not identify the enzymes responsible for this effect.

The chain length of PHGG had an effect on the SCFA production by the human gut bacteria, as studied by Stewart and Slavin (2006). In this study, human fecal inoculum was supplemented with guar gum of 15, 20, 400 and 1100 kDa molecular mass. Although SCFA were produced on all masses of guar gum, the highest production rate was achieved on 400 kDa guar gum. However, the microbial species responsible for the production of SCFA were not identified in the paper.
β-Mannan degrading enzymes

Glycoside hydrolases

Enzymes that hydrolyze the glycosidic bond are called glycoside hydrolases (GHs). Lyases, phosphorylases and oxidases can also be involved in degradation of polysaccharides (Agger et al., 2014, Scheller and Ulvskov, 2010, Puchart, 2015), but the focus of this thesis is the glycoside hydrolases. Glycoside hydrolases are grouped in families based on sequence similarity in the Carbohydrate Active enZYmes (CAZY) database (www.CAZy.org) (Lombard et al., 2014). The families are further grouped in clans of families that share the same fold and catalytic mechanism (Gilbert et al., 2008). Enzymes in the same family do not necessarily act on the same substrate.

Endo-acting enzymes cleave internal bonds in the polysaccharide, whereas exo-acting enzymes cleave terminal bonds (Gilbert et al., 2008). Some endo-acting enzymes can hydrolyze the polysaccharide chain in a random fashion, while other enzymes do the subsequent cuts near the first cut in a processive fashion (Robyt and French, 1967, Irwin et al., 1998). Endo-mannanases usually cleave the mannan to fragments of mannobiose or larger, and can usually not cleave mannobiose. Enzymes with a biochemically determined activity are given EC numbers based on the reaction they catalyze. Endo-β-1,4-mannanases have EC number 3.2.1.78.

Polysaccharide binding to the active site often includes interaction with aromatic residues. Each sugar unit is bound in one subsite. The subsites are numbered with negative integers in the glycon part and positive integers in the aglycon part (towards the reducing end). The cleavage occurs between subsites -1 and +1 by definition. The number of subsites differs in different enzymes (Davies et al., 1997). Commonly, mannanases have four or more subsites (Gilbert et al., 2008, Couturier et al., 2013).

Substrate specificity is mainly determined by substrate interaction in the -1 subsite, which, in the case for mannanase activity, is selective for mannose (Davies et al., 2012). Enzymes that are able to productively accommodate various sugars in the -1 subsite can be said to display dual activity. Several GH5 enzymes are predicted to display mannan and glucan dual activity (Chen et al., 2012) An example of this is GH5 enzyme from Caldanaerobius polysaccharolyticus, CpMan5B, which displays activity on both mannoooligosaccharides and cellooligosaccharides. However, the activity on cellooligosaccharides is about 200-fold lower than on mannoooligosaccharides (Oyama et al., 2013). Other β-mannanase subsites than -1 can display tolerance for a glucosyl unit, which would be present in e.g. konjac glucomannan (Tailford et al., 2009, Tsukagoshi et al.,
Some glycoside hydrolases have two catalytic modules with a different catalytic activities (Aspeborg et al., 2012), a biochemically characterized example being an CbCel9B/Man5A from *Caldicellulosiruptor bescii* that contains both a GH9 and GH5 catalytic modules (Su et al., 2012).

β-Mannanases (endo-β-1,4-mannanases) that have been characterized to date belong to GH families 5, 26 and 113 that all belong to clan GH-A. The GH-A enzymes have \((\alpha/\beta)_8\) barrel fold and a retaining double displacement mechanism involving two glutamates: a nucleophile and a proton donor (acid/base). The nucleophile makes a nucleophilic attack on the C1 of the sugar bound in the -1 subsite and forms a covalent intermediate. The rest of the chain, the aglycon, leaves, taking the proton from the proton donor glutamate. Then water molecule, attacks the covalent intermediate, see Figure 2 (Davies et al., 2012).

![Figure 2. Retaining double displacement mechanism.](image)

Some glycoside hydrolases can accept a hydroxylated molecule other than water as acceptor for the covalent intermediate in a transglycosylation reaction. So far, several β-mannanases capable of transglycosylation have been identified in GH5 (Rosengren et al., 2014, Schroder et al., 2006, Rosengren et al., 2012). However, no wild type GH26 β-mannanase has yet been shown to perform transglycosylation.

**GH5 and GH26 β-mannanases**

Family GH5 contains many characterized enzymes with various substrate specificities. The enzymes in this large family were further divided into subfamilies by Aspeborg et al. (2012). GH5 subfamily 8 (designated GH5_8) contains to date bacterial β-mannanases, one of which was characterized in Paper IV.
Several mannanases belonging to GH5_8 have been structurally determined (Hilge et al., 1998, Tailford et al., 2009, Akita et al., 2004). As expected for enzymes in clan GH-A, the catalytic modules have a (α/β)₈ barrel fold. The glutamate that serves as acid-base is located at the end of β-strand 4, while the glutamate that acts as nucleophile is located at the end of β-strand 7 in the active site, which generally is situated in a cleft (Tailford et al., 2009). Commonly, aromatic residues provide hydrophobic platforms that bind the sugar through hydrophobic interaction (Hilge et al., 1998). The first mannanase structure was solved for TfMan5_8 from the soil bacterium Thermobifida fusca (previously Thermomonospora fusca) by Hilge et al. (1998). The mannanase has -3 to +3 subsites and possibly also a -4 subsite with a weaker substrate interaction (Hilge et al., 1998).

Bacillus agaradhaerens BaMan5A (family GH5_8) probably has at least six subsites, judging from the oligosaccharide hydrolysis rate, which increased 10-fold on M6 compared to M5. In the crystal structure, in complex with M3, the M3 spans from subsites -4 to -2. BaMan5A is active on LBG and glucomannan and has been shown to tolerate glucose at subsites -2 and +1 (Tailford et al., 2009).

Several plants and filamentous fungi have β-mannanases from GH5_7 for which 3D structures have been determined, e.g. the structure for the mannanase from the industrially important fungus Trichoderma reesei (Sabini et al., 2000) and tomato (Bourgault et al., 2005). The filamentous fungus Podospora anserina has both a GH5_7 (PaMan5A) and a GH26 mannanase (PaMan26A). Structures of both these enzymes were determined by Couturier et al (2013). The structure of the GH26 enzyme was determined together with the carbohydrate binding module (CBM). The surface of the CBM has three aromatic amino acids (Phe and two Trp) facing the active site cleft. These residues are possibly involved in polysaccharide binding. PaMan5A and PaMan26A display differences in product profile: while PaMan5A produces mainly M3 from M6, PaMan26A produces mainly M2 and M4 from M6 (Couturier et al., 2013).

Family GH26 mainly contains enzymes that act on β-1,4-mannans, although some enzymes show β-1,3-1,4-glucan or β-1,3-xylan activity. Most of the enzymes listed in family GH26 to date are from bacteria. Several bacterial GH26 mannanases have been predicted to be cell attached. CjMan26A from the soil living Gram-negative bacterium Cellvibrio japonicus has a single catalytic module that is predicted to be cell attached via a lipid anchor. A crystal structure is available and displays four subsites: -2 to +2 (Hogg et al., 2001).

A close homolog of CjMan26A is the β-mannanase CfMan26A from Cellulomonas fimi. C. fimi is a member of Actinobacteria and lives in the soil. CfMan26A has five modules: catalytic, Ig-like, CBM23, S-layer homology module and one more module of unknown function (Stoll et al., 1999). A crystal structure was solved for the truncated variant CfMan26A-50K, which comprises the catalytic and Ig-like modules (Le Nours et al., 2005). The catalytic module
displays the typical \((\alpha/\beta)_8\) barrel and subsites at least from -4 to +1 and has a mannotriose bound in subsites -4 to -2 in the crystal structure. The -2 subsite has been studied as it seems to provide little interaction with the substrate (Hekmat et al., 2010). Two mutations of A323R and F325A promoted the affinity in -2 subsite and reduced the affinity in -3 subsite, resulting in a changed product profile of CfMan26A-50K. While the wild-type CfMan26A-50K produces M2 and M4 from M6, the mutant had M3 as a dominant product (Hekmat et al., 2010).

The Ig-like module of CfMan26A is comprised of seven \(\beta\)-sheets. The function of the Ig-like module is not clear, but it appears to be needed for the production of a stable protein (Le Nours et al., 2005, Stoll et al., 1999). Several bacterial GHs have been found to have Ig-like modules, (Paper II, Ozdemir et al., 2012, Mackenzie et al., 2015) in some cases required for the catalytic module to have activity (Kataeva et al., 2004).

A close homolog to CfMan26A and CjMan26A is the GH26 \(\beta\)-mannanase BaMan26A from the human gut bacterium \textit{Bifidobacterium adolescentis}, studied in Paper II. Mannanases from the gut microbiota have not been extensively studied. There are five cloned and characterized \(\beta\)-mannanases from human gut bacteria to date, four of which are presented in this work (Papers II-IV) and BfMan26 from \textit{Bacteroides fragilis} (Kawaguchi et al., 2013). The latter releases mannobiose.

Two \(\beta\)-mannanases from gut symbionts of other species have been reported to have mannobiohydrolase activity: RsMan26H from a protist from a termite gut (Tsukagoshi et al., 2014a) and GH26 \_i from a Bacteroidetes from the gut of the Svalbard reindeer (Mackenzie et al., 2015).

The structure of another \(\beta\)-mannanase, RsMan26C, from a protist living in the gut of a termite was recently reported. The mannanase displays higher activity on glucomannan than on LBG. The active site of this enzyme contains an unusual oxidized methionine that interacts with the OH of C2 on the glucose the -3 subsite (Tsukagoshi et al., 2014b).

\(\beta\)-Mannanases are most commonly endo-acting. However, some GH26 and one GH5 \(\beta\)-mannanases were found to display exo-activity (Dias et al., 2004, Kawaguchi et al., 2013, Cartmell et al., 2008). The GH26 \(\beta\)-mannanase CjMan26C from the soil bacterium \textit{Cellvibrio japonicus} (previously \textit{Pseudomonas fluorescens} subsp. \textit{cellulosa}) was found to have an exo-activity, releasing mannobiose from \(\beta\)-mannans. The structure of this enzyme was solved and a loop was found in the glycone side of the active site cleft. The loop, closes off the active site, allowing only -2 and -1 as glycone subsites, giving rise to the exo-activity (Cartmell et al., 2008). Interestingly, its homolog BfMan26 from \textit{Bacteroides fragilis} is also reported as an exo-acting mannobiohydrolase (Kawaguchi et al., 2013).
In GH5, an exo-mannosidase, CmMan5A, was described from *Cellvibrio mixtus* (Dias et al., 2004). This enzyme displays exo-activity on β-mannan, which is novel in the GH5 family. The glycone subsites are closed off by a loop in CmMan5A, leaving room only for a single glycone subsite -1. The enzyme also has subsites +1 and +2. It can cleave off mannose from the non-reducing end of mannoooligosaccharides and ivory nut mannan (Dias et al., 2004). CmMan5A belongs to subfamily 7 of GH5.

**Carbohydrate binding modules**

β-Mannanases may contain other modules besides the catalytic one. Some β-mannanases have carbohydrate binding modules (CBMs). CBMs are separately folded modules, appended to the catalytic one, that bind, but do not hydrolyze the substrate. Like glycoside hydrolases, CBMs are classified into families based on sequence similarity in the CAZy database (Lombard et al., 2014).

The function of CBMs has been proposed to be to increase the local concentration of substrate near the enzyme, target the enzyme to cell walls or contribute to processivity (Irwin et al., 1998, Boraston et al., 2004a, Zhang et al., 2014, Li et al., 2007) and may not necessarily have the same substrate preferences as the catalytic module (Hägglund et al., 2003). In some mannanases, CBMs improve activity towards insoluble or complex substrates (Bolam et al., 2004), while other enzymes become less thermostable when the CBM is removed (dos Santos et al., 2012). Many CBMs use aromatic platforms for sugar binding with subtle changes in twisting of these platforms for substrate fine-tuning. Residues typically involved in the binding are Trp and Tyr and, less commonly Phe (Boraston et al., 2004a). CBMs can be divided into three types depending on the way they bind to the polysaccharide (Boraston et al., 2004b). Type A CBMs bind crystalline surfaces of polysaccharides, such as cellulose. The binding surface consists of a planar platform with little or no affinity for soluble polysaccharides. Type B CBMs, on the other hand, bind polysaccharides present as single chains into their groove-shaped binding site. The binding occurs internally in the polysaccharide chain (endo-type). Type C CBMs bind small sugars, or bind near the termini of glycan chains (exo-type) (Boraston et al., 2004a, Gilbert et al., 2013).

Several structures of CBMs have been determined. In many glycoside hydrolases, the CBM and the catalytic modules are separated by a long linker, which makes it hard to form a crystal. Therefore, many structures are of CBMs cloned as separate modules. However, the PaMan26A from the fungus *Podospora anserina* has a CBM35 close to the catalytic modules and the structure was determined for these two modules together. The structure reveals the aromatic Phe87, Trp117 and Trp119 facing the cleft and possibly involved in the binding. PaMan26A was not successfully expressed without the CBM35 (Couturier et al., 2013).
One structure is available for a CBM from family 10, the CBM10 of *Cellvibrio japonicus* xylanase CjXyn10A (Ponyi et al., 2000). *C. japonicus* also has mannanases with appended CBM10: CjMan5A (has two tandem CBM10), CjMan5B and CjMan5C. The CBM10 of CjMan5A has been shown to bind to crystalline Avicel cellulose and ivory nut mannan (Hogg et al., 2003). The CBM10 have so far shown to bind crystalline or insoluble substrates, however, CBM10 of BlMan5_8, studied in Paper IV shows a new specificity in this family.

CBMs in family 23 have not been extensively studied and no structures have been solved for this family to date. *C. fimi* mannanase CfMan26A contains a CBM23 that binds soluble galactomannan but not insoluble mannan (Stoll et al., 2000). In Paper II we study the CBM23s of BaMan26A.

**Cellular location and cell anchoring**

Bacteria and fungi often secrete their β-mannanases to hydrolyze the polysaccharide substrate. Many GH5 mannanases seem to be secreted to the environment, while many GH26 mannanases appear cell attached by various mechanisms, two of which are described below.

Secreted enzymes typically have a secretion signal peptide, that can be predicted by bioinformatics (Nordahl Petersen et al., 2011). In Gram-negative bacteria, which have two cell membranes, enzymes that carry a signal peptide might be periplasmic. Bacteria have several ways of anchoring proteins to the cell. Lipid anchoring mechanisms are present in both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria and can also be predicted using the LipoP server (Rahman et al., 2008). The proteins are then after proteolysis attached to a lipid molecule via an N-terminal cysteine. CjMan26A-C from the Gram-negative bacterium *Cellvibrio japonicus* are predicted to be anchored in this way to the cell membrane (Cartmell et al., 2008)

At least some Gram-positive bacteria (which have a single cell membrane) anchor some of their proteins to the cell wall peptidoglycan by a mechanism involving an enzyme called sortase. The sortase recognizes an LPXTG amino acid motif at the C-terminus of the protein and anchors the protein covalently to the cell wall peptidoglycan (Ton-That et al., 2004). Although some Gram-positive bacteria anchor virulence factors by the sortase pathway, some glycoside hydrolases have also been predicted to be attached via the sortase mediated pathway and shown to be cell wall associated (Mead et al., 2013).
Gene organization for β-mannan utilization

Many proteins are needed for gut bacteria to utilize complex carbohydrates. Besides the enzymes that cleave the polysaccharides, also sugar transporters are needed. Many carbohydrate utilization systems are transcriptionally upregulated when the substrate is added to the medium (Martens et al., 2009). The human gut bacterium *Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron* was found to have the genes needed for starch utilization in one genetic locus, termed Starch utilization system (Sus) as reviewed by Bolam and Koropatkin (Bolam and Koropatkin, 2012). Since then, other homologous utilization systems for different carbohydrates have been found in the Bacteroidetes phylum and termed Polysaccharide utilization loci (PULs). A database, PULDB; with predicted and characterized PULs has been established within the CAZy database (http://www.CAZY.org/PULDB/) (Terrapon et al., 2015).

The characteristic feature of a PUL is the presence of homologs to SusC and SusD, as the proteins were named in the starch utilization system (Sus) in *B. thetaiotaomicron*. SusD binds the substrate in the starch utilization system, which is then degraded by a hydrolase and the oligosaccharides are delivered into the cell via SusC, which is a porin (Bolam and Koropatkin, 2012, Martens et al., 2009).

*Bacteroides fragilis* mannann catabolic pathway involves an operon encoding four proteins: the secreted mannobiohydrolase BfMan26 that cleaves mannooligosaccharides to mannobiose, a sugar transporter, mannobiose epimerase, and a GH130 mannosylglucose phosphorylase. The mannobiose epimerase catalyzes the reaction to convert Man-Man to Man-Glc. Then the mannosyl-glucose is converted to monosaccharides by the phosphorylase encoded in this operon. Homologous proteins were found among several bacteria, including *B. ovatus* and *C. japonicus* (Kawaguchi et al., 2013). The *B. ovatus* PUL contains two β-mannanases that were cloned and characterized in Paper III.

Bacteria have been shown to, in many cases, utilize ATP-binding cassette (ABC)-type transporters for transport of various oligosaccharides. The ABC-transporter consists of solute binding protein on the cell surface, which binds to the substrate. The solute binding protein is coupled to a transporter that transports the oligosaccharides over the membrane, consuming ATP. ABC transporters are present in many organisms and are used to transport a variety of compounds (Ejby et al., 2013, Koropatkin et al., 2012, Gilad et al., 2010).

In *Caldanaerobius polysaccharolyticus*, a solute binding protein that binds mannotriose was recently characterized. The Gram-positive *C. polysaccharolyticus* (previously *Thermoanaerobacterium polysaccharolyticum*) was isolated from the waste pile of a corn canning factory. Interestingly, this solute binding protein can bind both unsubstituted mannooligosaccharides and galactosylated mannooligosaccharides. The solute binding protein is part of a gene
cluster with genes involved in utilization of mannoooligosaccharides in *C. polysaccharolyticus*. The cluster contains genes that code for a GH130 phosphorylase and a GH5 β-mannanase, CpMan5B. *C. polysaccharolyticus* also encodes an extracellular β-mannanase, CpMan5A, which is coded for by a different gene cluster (Chekan et al., 2014).
Methods

In Paper II, the gene coding for β-mannanase BaMan26A from *Bifidobacterium adolescents* was cloned and the enzyme characterized. Its potential expression in *B. adolescentis* was studied by protein mass spectrometry, but is not part of any of the manuscripts in this thesis. In this chapter, the procedures used to find the enzyme in the *B. adolescentis* culture are described. The results are described in the Results and Discussion section.

Anaerobic cultivation

*Bifidobacterium adolescents* ATCC 15703 was grown anaerobically on a medium described by Degnan and Macfarlane (1991), that was slightly modified. The medium was prepared by dissolving (g/l) yeast extract 2.5, Tween 80 1.0, NaCl 0.2, KCl, 0.25; NH₄Cl, 0.40 in water. The mixture was heated in a microwave oven and then cooled under flow of N₂. Resazurin was added to a concentration of 1 mg/l. The medium was distributed in Hungate tubes, which were then sealed under N₂ atmosphere and autoclaved. Prior to use, a mixture of 0.15 g/l MgCl₂ 6·H₂O, 6 g/l KH₂PO₄, 4 g/l Na₂HPO₄ and 0.5 g/l cysteine-HCl (final concentrations) was sterile filtered and added to the medium. Locust bean gum (Sigma) was autoclaved separately and added to the medium to a final concentration of 2 g/l. The pre-culture was done in de Man, Rogosa and Sharpe (MRS) medium (Scharlau) containing 0.5 g/l cysteine HCl. 0.1 ml of the pre-culture was inoculated anaerobically to 10 ml medium. The cells were grown at 37°C with no shaking.

Mass spectrometry

To investigate if BaMan26A is expressed, mass spectrometry was used. An aliquot sampled after 10 h of growth was spun down to separate the cells from medium and the proteins in the medium were concentrated by aceton precipitation. The cells were lysed in 100 μl B-PER (Pierce) with lysozyme added, so that a pellet and a supernatant was formed. All fractions were analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulphate – polyacrylamide electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and stained by
silver staining as described by Sorensen et al. (2002). The samples were then prepared for mass spectrometry according to Shevchenko et al. (2006) and analyzed by LTQ-Orbitrap Velos Pro mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) as described by Don-Doncow et al. (2014).
Results and discussion

In this chapter, I will first describe our findings on the effect of galactomannan feed on selected genera of gut bacteria in rats (Paper I). To increase the knowledge of the molecular basis for galactomannan degradation by gut bacteria, four β-mannanases from three different human gut bacteria were cloned and biochemically characterized in Papers II-IV: two β-mannanases from the Gram-negative Bacteroides ovatus ATCC 8483 (Paper III) and one β-mannanase each from the Gram-positive Bifidobacterium adolescentis ATCC 15703 (Paper II) and B. animalis subsp. lactis BI-04 (Paper IV). The mannanases were found to display differences in modular organization (Figure 3), cellular localization, substrate specificity (Table 2 in the thesis), and product profile.

Figure 3. Modular organization of the β-mannanases characterized in this work. Numbers in the panel above represent the amino acid number. Catalytic modules, with family classification, in green; Ig-like module in blue; carbohydrate binding modules (CBMs) in grey; predicted secretion signal peptides as black boxes. BoMan26A and BoMan26B are predicted to have lipid anchors. LSRTG motif is a potential variation of the sortase motif and the white box is the transmembrane helix.
Paper I: Effect of galactomannan on metabolic markers and selected genera of gut bacteria

In Paper I, rats were fed diets containing guar gum galactomannan or citrus pectin. The effect of these dietary fibers on the metabolic responses and bacterial composition in caecum was studied.

The bacterial abundance was chosen to be measured in caecum, as there can be differences in which bacterial species are present in feces compared to bacteria present in mucus (Eckburg et al., 2005, Durban et al., 2011). Three bacterial genera and one species were quantified in caecum by RT-PCR: *Bacteroides, Bifidobacterium, Lactobacillus* and *Akkermansia muciniphila*. These genera have previously been shown to be affected by dietary fiber and linked to effects on health (Everard et al., 2013, Bleau et al., 2014) and represent four different phyla. Guar gum and pectin are dietary fibers, consumption of which has been linked to health effects (den Besten et al., 2014, Ekström et al., 2013, Hamaker and Tuncil, 2014). Previous studies (Schroeder et al., 2013, Brockman et al., 2014) have shown that both the chemical composition and the viscosity of dietary fiber give rise to different metabolic effects in rats. To distinguish the effect of the sugar composition of guar gum from its physico-chemical properties, such as viscosity, guar gum of three different viscosities was tested. Also, another soluble dietary fiber was used: citrus pectin of low or high degree of methoxylation, since some studies have shown different effects from different methoxylation degrees in humans (Brouns et al., 2012).

The guar gums used were two commercial preparations of 2000-3000 kDa and 900 kDa, as well as one low viscosity guar galactomannan (Paper I). The latter was produced for the study by enzymatic hydrolysis the 900 kDa guar gum with the commercial and well-characterized β-mannanase from *Aspergillus niger* (Ademark et al., 1998). This enzyme can be deactivated at pH 8, which was used together with boiling to stop further hydrolysis of guar gum. The weight average molecular weight, $M_w$, of the guar gum decreased to 315 kDa, and resulted in a considerable decrease in viscosity (from 10 Pa·s to 0.02 Pa·s at shear stress of 10 Pa). As desired, no increase in mono- or oligosaccharides was observed after the hydrolysis.

The rats were divided into groups that were fed either low fat or high fat diet. The diets were supplemented by either one of the five fiber preparations or wheat starch (control). Some of the metabolic responses varied in rats fed the different viscosities of guar gum, e.g. the triglyceride levels in blood were lowest with low viscosity guar gum, while rats fed medium and high viscosity guar gum showed lower liver fat and liver cholesterol as compared to control high-fat diet (see Paper I, Table 5). Concentration of total SCFA increased in the caecum and serum of rats.
fed guar gum, compared to control (Paper I, Figures 2 and 3). Butyric acid formation was especially increased on medium viscosity guar gum.

No effect of pectin was observed on the levels of Bacteroides or Bifidobacterium compared to the control (Paper I, Figure 4). Akkermansia muciniphila counts increased on high fat diet compared to low fat diet. Levels of Bifidobacterium sp. were higher in rats fed guar gum regardless of viscosity compared to control. Levels of Bacteroides sp. were not higher than in rats that were fed guar gum than in the control, although Bacteroides were found to be increased in rats fed guar gum, compared to control, in a study by Jakobsdottir et al. (2013). Also, it has been shown that Bacteroides ovatus is specialized in hemicellulose utilization and can grow on galactomannan in vitro. B. ovatus growth on galactomannan is followed by an up-regulation of a PUL containing a set of genes encoding proteins potentially involved in galactomannan utilization (Martens et al., 2011). Two of these genes were predicted to encode β-mannanases, which were cloned and the gene products were characterized in Paper III. Interestingly, Bifidobacterium sp. increased when rats were fed guar gum (Paper I), while in a study by Crociani et al. (1994) many species of Bifidobacterium are unable to grow on guar gum in vitro. Two β-mannanases possibly involved in the galactomannan utilization of Bifidobacterium were characterized in Papers II and IV.

The findings in Paper I show that some of the effects of high fat diets, such as plasma cholesterol, can be counteracted by addition of guar gum to the diet in rats.

**β-Mannanases in the human gut**

**Paper II: B. adolescentis has a mannanase with two CBM23s**

In Paper II, we cloned the gene encoding BaMan26A, a β-mannanase from B. adolescentis. BaMan26A is modular and contains, besides the catalytic GH26 module, also a module with immunoglobulin-like (Ig-like) fold and two carbohydrate binding modules (CBMs) of family 23 (Figure 3 in the thesis). The mannanase gene was cloned to produce a full length protein variant (BaMan26A-101K) and as a variant without CBMs, containing only the catalytic and Ig-like module (BaMan26A-53K).

With these two variants, the function of the CBMs could be studied. BaMan26A lost half of its specific activity towards LBG when the CBMs were deleted. Kinetic measurements were done on BaMan26A-53K and the $K_m$ was found to be $21.3 \pm 2.9$ g/l for LBG, which is high compared to homologous mannanases. The close homolog from the soil living bacteria Cellulomonas fimi CfMan26A-50K (catalytic and Ig-like module of CfMan26A) has a much lower $K_m$ of 2.3 g/l (Le
Nours et al., 2005), while another homolog, CjMan26A, which lacks CBMs, shows a $K_m$ 8.5 g/l towards LBG (Hogg et al., 2001).

BaMan26A-101K, containing the two CBMs, binds to LBG with a $K_d$ of 8.8 mg/l. The CBMs could possibly increase the local concentration of substrate near the catalytic module by binding to it. The full length CfMan26A (that contains one CBM23) shows a $K_d$ of 4.4 mg/l towards the same substrate (Stoll et al., 2000), which is in the same range as BaMan26A. BaMan26A shows affinity for insoluble ivory nut mannan, but since both BaMan26A-101K and BaMan26A-53K show this affinity, it is probably not provided by the CBMs.

BaMan26A produces mannotriose and galactosylated mannotriose as main products from LBG, initially (figure 5b in the thesis) but also produces M2, M4 and other oligosaccharides as incubation proceeds, see Figure 4b in Paper II. From ivory nut mannan the main product for BaMan26A is mannotriose (Paper II, Table 1; Figure 5a in the thesis). Other mannanases from human gut bacteria characterized so far show either a broad variety of products, like BlMan5_8 (Paper IV, Figure 1a) or produce mannobiose, like BfMan26 from B. fragilis (Kawaguchi et al., 2013) and BoMan26A or mainly mannobiose as BoMan26B (Paper III, Figure 3a and 3c). However, an extracellular galactanase from the human gut bacterium Bifidobacterium longum has been found to release mainly galactotriose from arabinogalactan (Hinz et al., 2005). Also a solute binding protein that binds mannotriose and galactosylated mannotriose has been studied from Caldanaerobius polysaccharolyticus (Chekan et al., 2014).

BaMan26A is active on guar gum, but has lower specific activity and produces larger fragments than from LBG (Paper II, Figure 4c), probably due to steric hindrance in the active site from the galactose substitutions. Lower specific activity on the highly galactose substituted guar gum is observed for several mannanases such as BoMan26B (Paper III) and CfMan26A (Le Nours et al., 2005) compared to their activity on the less substituted LBG. BaMan26A can also act on insoluble ivory nut mannan, to which its homolog CjMan26B does not show activity (Hogg et al., 2003).

BaMan26A is the only predicted $\beta$-mannanase in B. adolescentis. BaMan26A is predicted to be secreted and probably attached to the cell wall peptidoglycan via a sortase mediated mechanism (Paper II). The expression of BaMan26A by B. adolescentis was confirmed by tandem mass spectrometry (as described in the methods section) when grown on LBG. However, mannotriose or galactosylated mannotriose (dominant products of BaMan26A from LBG) were not seen to be formed in the medium containing polymeric LBG.

To break down galactomannan to monomeric sugars, several enzymes are needed. No other genes coding for enzymes involved in galactomannan degradation were found adjacent to the BaMan26A coding gene in the B. adolescentis genome by in silico analysis. However, B. adolescentis has genes coding for two GH36 $\alpha$-
galactosidases and one α-galactosidase from GH27, according to CAZy. At least one of the *B. adolescentis* α-galactosidases appears to be constitutively expressed as α-galactosidase activity could be detected in *B. adolescentis* grown on a variety of sugars (Amaretti et al., 2006). One of the GH36 α-galactosidases is characterized (Leder et al., 1999, van Laere et al., 1999, van den Broek et al., 1999), but probably not responsible for galactomannan degradation, since it is not active on galactomannooligosaccharides (but is active on e.g. raffinose) (van Laere et al., 1999). Several GH27 α-galactosidases, including one from *Aspergillus niger*, has been shown to have activity on galactomannan (Ademark et al., 2001), so the yet uncharacterized GH27 α-galactosidase could possibly be involved in galactomannan degradation by *B. adolescentis*.

**Paper III: *B. ovatus* has a galactomannan utilization locus containing two β-mannanases**

Members of the phylum *Bacteroidetes* have been found to have genes coding for proteins involved in polysaccharide degradation organized in polysaccharide utilization loci (PUL). *B. ovatus* has several PULs for utilization of different polysaccharides, among them a PUL encoding putative galactomannan degrading enzymes (Martens et al., 2011). The PUL contains genes putatively coding for a GH130 phosphorylase, a GH36 α-galactosidase BoGal36A (Reddy et al., submitted) two GH26 β-mannanases, and genes coding for proteins homologous to SusC and SusD. When *B. ovatus* is grown on galactomannan and glucomannan, the genes in this locus are transcriptionally upregulated (Martens et al., 2011). In Paper III, we cloned and characterized the two GH26 β-mannanases encoded by this PUL. BoMan26A is most likely located in the periplasm, while BoMan26B appears to be extracellular and attached to the outer membrane via a predicted lipid anchor.

BoMan26A and BoMan26B share 28% identity to each other and show some differences in the biochemical properties. While they share a pH optimum of around 6.5, BoMan26B has overall lower activity on LBG (10 kat/mol), as well as on other mannann substrates, see Table 2 in the thesis. However, BoMan26B has higher specific activity on guar gum than does BaMan26A. BoMan26A and BoMan26B were able to liberate galactosylated oligosaccharides from guar gum, Paper III, Figure 3e and 3f. BoMan26A seems sensitive to galactose substitutions, as judged by the dramatic decrease in specific activity on guar gum compared to LBG. BoMan26A can however act in synergy with α-galactosidase BoGal36A from the same PUL, which both are suggested to be located in the periplasm. These results suggest that the substrate is first de-galactosylated by BoGal36A and then further hydrolyzed by BoMan26A. Both BoMan26A and BoMan26B show very little activity towards the insoluble ivory nut mannann, 2% of that on LBG.
BoMan26A has a relatively high $K_m$ on polymeric LBG as saturation could not be reached during kinetic measurements. The high $K_m$, combined with its suggested location in the periplasm, could indicate that LBG might not be the optimal substrate of this enzyme. Rather, oligosaccharides of at least four units could be the optimal substrate, judging from the much higher catalytic efficiency on M4 compared to M3. While the dominant product of both enzymes is mannobiose, BoMan26A produces almost exclusively mannobiose from ivory nut mannan, while BoMan26B also produces higher products, see Paper III, Figure 3a and 3c and Figure 5a in the thesis.

BoMan26A appears to have four subsites: -2 to +2, judging from the crystal structure (Figure 4 in the thesis and Paper III, Figure 6 and 7) and from the catalytic efficiency on oligosaccharides, where there is a 1000 fold increase in catalytic efficiency from hydrolysis of M3 to M4. The structure shows that BoMan26A has an extended loop, similar to the one in CjMan26C. In CjMan26C, this extended loop is suggested to confer the exo-activity of this enzyme (Cartmell et al., 2008). However, the area around the active site is more open in BoMan26A than in CjMan26C, potentially allowing it to have an endo-activity.

Figure 4. Crystal structure of BoMan26A with the catalytic glutamates Glu164 and Glu268 marked in green.
Homologous β-mannanases with high sequence identity to BoMan26A have been characterized from *Cellvibrio japonicus* and *Bacteroides fragilis* (Cartmell et al., 2008, Kawaguchi et al., 2013). Both these mannanases are described as exo-acting mannobiohydrolases optimized for oligosaccharide hydrolysis. In *Bacteroides fragilis*, the β-mannanase BfMan26 is part of a gene cluster, encoding a mannobiose epimerase that forms gluco-mannose from the mannobiose that is produced by BfMan26 (Kawaguchi et al., 2013). The gluco-mannose is then converted to monomers by a phosphorylase (Senoura et al., 2011). The *B. ovatus* PUL is also predicted to have a phosphorylase, so it is possible that mannobiose is converted through a similar mechanism. CjMan26C from the Gram-negative soil bacterium *Cellvibrio japonicus* was the first described mannobiohydrolase (Cartmell et al., 2008).

**Paper IV: *B. animalis* subsp. *lactis* has a β-mannanase with a high catalytic efficiency**

In Paper IV, the GH5 β-mannanase BlMan5_8 from *Bifidobacterium animalis* subsp. *lactis* was cloned and studied. BlMan5_8 appears to be a typical endo-acting mannanase and releases oligosaccharides of various lengths from locust bean gum, see Paper IV, Figure 1b. The hydrolysis profile is similar to CjMan5A from the soil bacterium *C. japonicus* (Hogg et al., 2003), with which it shares 44% identity on amino acid level. BlMan5_8 shows a very high k_{cat} of 1828 s\(^{-1}\) and low K_{m} of 1.58 g/l on LBG, which give a high catalytic efficiency compared to many other mannanases (Figure S3, Paper IV). However, activity on guar gum by BlMan5_8 was not detected. BlMan5_8 does not seem to produce low DP galactosylated oligosaccharides from locust bean gum (Paper IV, Figure 1b), which could indicate that the active site does not tolerate galactose substitutions. BlMan5_8 shows higher specific activity on glucomannan than on LBG, possibly further supporting this indication.

BlMan5_8 has much lower k_{cat} on M5 compared to LBG, and seems optimized for polysaccharides. When incubating with M5, BlMan5_8 can produce products that are larger than M5, indicating ability to perform transglycosylation, Paper IV: Figure 4. BlMan5_8 shows activity towards ivory nut mannan, but this activity is 16-fold lower that on LBG, indicating that the enzyme is optimized for soluble substrates.

BlMan5_8 was predicted to be secreted, which is also observed for at least some other enzymes in GH5 subfamily 8 (Aspeborg et al., 2012). BlMan5_8 has a CBM10 at the C-terminal side of the catalytic module. The CBM does not seem to alter the apparent kinetic constants or product profile but has affinity towards LBG and glucomannan.
Neither the truncated enzyme, nor the full length version bound insoluble ivory nut mannan or Avicel cellulose, which some other members of the CBM10 family have been found to do (Hogg et al., 2003, Ponyi et al., 2000). Instead, BlMan5_8 (containing the CBM10) showed affinity towards glucomannan and LBG, but not soluble hydroxyethyl cellulose. For LBG a $K_d$ was determined to 310 mg/l for BlMan5_8, which is much higher compared to BaMan26A, that contains two CBM23s (Paper II). BlMan5_8 also shows affinity for mannoooligosaccharides, with a high $K_d$ in the mM range. In the hyperthermophilic bacterium *Thermotoga petrophila* a CBM27 gives better thermal stability to a GH5 mannanase (dos Santos et al., 2012). However, the environment that BlMan5_8 is acting in is stable at 37°C, while the $T_m$ is 55.9°C for the full length enzyme.

In BlMan5_8 the CBM10 has a low mannan affinity and is part of a distinct phylogenetic cluster of CBM10s (Paper IV). This is a novel discovery for mannanases as a whole. The CBM may confer more dynamic binding due to the low affinity (e.g. as compared to BaMan26A, Paper II), in accordance with what has been discussed for other low affinity CBMs, eg. a CBM20 showing starch affinity (Christiansen et al., 2009).
Table 2. Biochemically characterized β-mannanases from human gut bacteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Main products from LBG</th>
<th>(k_{\text{cat}}, K_m) on LBG</th>
<th>Activity on guar gum</th>
<th>Activity on glucomannan</th>
<th>Gene organization</th>
<th>Cellular location***</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BaMan26A</td>
<td>M3, galactosylated M3</td>
<td>444 s(^{-1}), 21 *g/l</td>
<td>110 kat/mol</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>not part of cluster</td>
<td>extracellular, attached</td>
<td>Paper II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlMan5_8</td>
<td>different MOS</td>
<td>1828 s(^{-1}), 1.58 g/l</td>
<td>not detected</td>
<td>1592 kat/mol</td>
<td>not part of cluster</td>
<td>secreted</td>
<td>Paper IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoMan26A</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>ND, Specific activity 75 kat/mol, (K_m &gt; 21) g/l</td>
<td>0.5 kat/mol</td>
<td>115 kat/mol</td>
<td>PUL</td>
<td>periplasmic, lipid anchor</td>
<td>Paper III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoMan26B</td>
<td>mainly M2, MOS DP &gt; 5</td>
<td>ND, Specific activity 10 kat/mol</td>
<td>8.7 kat/mol</td>
<td>6.5 kat/mol</td>
<td>PUL</td>
<td>extracellular, lipid anchor</td>
<td>Paper III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BfMan26</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>NR, Specific activity 18 kat/mol**</td>
<td>not detected</td>
<td>3 kat/mol</td>
<td>part of cluster</td>
<td>secreted, LipoP: lipid anchor</td>
<td>Kawaguchi et al 2013, Senoura et al 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* kinetic measurements were done on BaMan26A-53K, truncated variant of BaMan26A, containing catalytic and Ig-like modules

** this enzyme has much higher activity on mannooligosaccharides than on LBG

*** bioinformatic analysis for BfMan26, BaMan26A and BlMan5_8. Bioinformatic and experimental data for BoMan26A and BoMan26B

ND not determined, NR not reported, MOS mannooligosaccharides
Figure 5. Initial products from A: ivory nut mannan; B: LBG. Initial substrate concentration was 2.5 g/l for both LBG and ivory nut mannan. The incubations are described in Paper III for BoMan26A and BoMan26B and the product profiles presented in Paper III, Figure 3. The incubation of BlMan5_8 is described in Paper IV, but a different time point is presented in this figure (5 min). The incubation was done the same way for BaMan26A-101K. * This peak represents galactosylated mannotriose, as indicated by incubation of the sample with the α-galactosidase BoGal36A (Reddy et al., submitted), the peak dissapeared and generated peaks corresponding to the elution time of monosaccharide as well as an increase in M3.
General discussion

Several species of the human gut bacteria *Bifidobacterium* and *Bacteroides* are predicted to harbor β-mannanases, the main responsible enzyme for β-mannan degradation. In this work, we have studied four previously uncharacterized β-mannanases from both genera (Papers II-IV). The β-mannanases were found to differ in substrate specificity, product profile and modularity. In this chapter, the β-mannanases will be further compared and their potential roles in the gut discussed. In addition, the *in vivo* effect of galactomannan on *Bifidobacterium* and *Bacteroides* levels in caecum of rats will be discussed (Paper I).

**Cellular location and organization of mannanases**

*Bifidobacterium animalis* subsp. *lactis* is predicted to secrete BlMan5_8, while *B. adolescentis* and *Bacteroides ovatus* anchor their GH26 mannanases to the cell (Papers II-IV). The Gram-negative *B. ovatus* expresses at least two β-mannanases (Gherardini and Salyers, 1987a, Gherardini and Salyers, 1987b) and has been shown to grow on galactomannan in vitro (Martens et al., 2011). Two mannanases (Paper III) are encoded by a PUL that is transcriptionally up-regulated during growth of *B. ovatus* on galactomannan (Martens et al., 2011). The two β-mannanase genes were cloned and the mannanases studied in Paper III: the periplasmic BoMan26A and extracellular outer membrane anchored BoMan26B. PULs for utilization of various polysaccharides have been discovered in several *Bacteroides* sp. The first PUL to be discovered was a starch utilization system in the human gut bacterium *Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron* (Shipman et al., 2000). Also, a *B. ovatus* xyloglucan PUL was characterized (Larsbrink et al., 2014).

In Paper III, the following model was proposed for galactomannan catabolism conferred by the *B. ovatus* mannan PUL: the extracellular cell attached BoMan26B does the initial hydrolysis of galactomannan to mannobiose and galactosylated mannooligosaccharides. These products would be taken up into the periplasm by the putative transporter encoded by the PUL. In the periplasm, the α-galactosidase BoGal36A could remove the galactose substitutions from the galactosylated mannooligosaccharides, which are further broken down by BoMan26A to mannobiose. The mannobiose produced by BoMan26A and BoMan26B could potentially be further converted by e.g. the putative GH130
phosphorylase encoded by the same PUL to monosaccharides (Paper III), in a similar manner as proposed for _B. fragilis_ (Senoura et al., 2011).

Unlike BoMan26A and BoMan26B, that are coded by genes found in the same PUL in _B. ovatus_, genes coding for BaMan26A and BlMan5_8 do not have adjacent genes in the genome coding for other proteins involved in galactomannan degradation or transport.

To fully degrade galactomannan to monosaccharides, additional enzymes are needed to degrade the oligosaccharides produced by the mannanases. BoMan26B produces mannobiose as a main product, but also other oligosaccharides, while BoMan26A produces almost exclusively mannobiose from linear ivory nut mannan (Paper III, Figure 3a). Also from LBG the main product is mannobiose, see Figure 5b in the thesis. The mannobiose could possibly be further converted to monosugars by a phosphorylase predicted in the same PUL, as is the case in _B. fragilis_ (Senoura et al., 2011). Although BoMan26A only has low activity against guar gum, it can act in synergy with the periplasmic α-galactosidase from the same PUL to be able to degrade galactomannooligosaccharides (Paper III).

As it stands, while _B. ovatus_ produces an α-galactosidase (Paper III, Reddy et al., submitted) which is implicated in galactomannan digestion, there is not an obvious connection between mannan digestion and α-galactosidase activity neither for _B. adolescentis_, nor for _B. animalis_ subsp. _lactis_. Both _B. adolescentis_ and _B. animalis_ subsp. _lactis_ are predicted to encode at least three α-galactosidases each, however, the genes coding for these α-galactosidases are not adjacent to the genes coding for the β-mannanases characterized in this work. Furthermore no α-galactosidase is present in the mannan catabolic operon in _B. fragilis_ (Senoura et al., 2011)

**Substrate specificity, products and mode of attack**

The secreted BlMan5_8 has a high catalytic efficiency and produced a variety of oligosaccharides from ivory nut mannan, see Paper IV, Figure 1a. BoMan26A, BoMan26B and BaMan26A differ from BlMan5_8 in the product profile, by producing dominant products both early in the incubation and as hydrolysis proceeds (Paper III, Figure 3; Paper II, Table 1). BaMan26A from _Bifidobacterium adolescentis_ produced initially mainly mannotriose from ivory nut mannan (Paper II, Table 1). BoMan26A and BoMan26B clearly display mannobiose as the main product from ivory nut mannan. BoMan26B, however, also produces minor amounts of M3, M4 and M5. These different product profiles are also visualized in Figure 5 in the thesis.

BlMan5_8 produces a variety of oligosaccharides from LBG, indicating endo-activity (Paper IV, Figure 1b). BoMan26B and BaMan26A show, in addition to
their respective dominant product, also minor amounts of other, longer products, (Paper III, Figure 3; Paper II, Figure 4; thesis Figure 5), also indicating endo-activity. Enzymes with exo-activity usually produce a defined product. Product profiles with dominant products could also arise from processive enzymes even for endo-attacking enzymes, an example being endoglucanase Cel9A from \textit{T. fusca} (Li et al., 2007). Two exo-acting mannobiohydrolases with high sequence identity to BoMan26A have been characterized: BfMan26 from the human gut bacterium \textit{Bacteroides fragilis} (Kawaguchi et al., 2013), and CjMan26C from the soil bacterium \textit{Cellvibrio japonicus} (Cartmell et al., 2008). However, BoMan26A seems to be endo-acting, as it, in addition to mannobiose, produces some longer products from LBG early on in the incubation, see Figure 5b in the thesis. The potential processivity of the four mannanases studied in this thesis has not yet been addressed. An example of a glycoside hydrolase from a human gut bacterium with proposed processive endo-activity is the GH53 galactanase, GaLA, from \textit{Bifidobacterium longum}. After the initial cleavage within the galactan chain (endo-activity), GaLA continues cleaving off galactotriose units from the newly generated chain terminus (Hinz et al., 2005).

The \(\beta\)-mannanases display differences in the ability to break down guar gum, the highly galactosylated mannan from guar seeds. While BaMan26A and BoMan26B show activity on guar gum, although lower than that for LBG, BaMan5_8 and BoMan26A do not seem to be able to hydrolyze guar gum under the conditions tested (Table 2 in the thesis). The inability to act on guar gum is also shared with BfMan26 (Kawaguchi et al., 2013). In \textit{B. ovatus} this inability is potentially compensated for by the periplasmic \(\alpha\)-galactosidase BoGal36A that can remove the galactoses from the galactomannooligosaccharides before BoMan26A acts on it, potentially contributing to the ability of the bacterium to utilize galactomannan (Paper III). It remains to be investigated if any of the \(\alpha\)-galactosidases predicted to be encoded in the genomes of \textit{B. adolescentis} and \textit{B. animalis} subsp. \textit{lactis} are able to act on galactomannan or galactomannooligosaccharides.

Several mannanases in both families GH5 and GH26, including BoMan26A, BlMan5_8, \textit{T. petrophila} Man5, \textit{Aspergillus niger} Man5, RsMan26C, and Man5A and Man5B from \textit{C. polysaccharolyticus} (Paper III, Paper IV, dos Santos et al., 2012, Do et al., 2009, Tsukagoshi et al., 2014b, Han et al., 2010) show higher specific activity towards konjac glucomannan than LBG, possibly indicating difficulties of accommodating the galactose unit in the active site of these enzymes. However not all \(\beta\)-mannanases prefer glucomannan over LBG: e.g. BoMan26B has a 65% activity on glucomannan compared to LBG (Paper III, Table 3; Table 2 in thesis), and CjMan5A has a \(k_{\text{cat}}\) of 1025 s\(^{-1}\) of glucomannan, which is about 40% of the \(k_{\text{cat}}\) on LBG for this enzyme (Hogg et al., 2003). Also BfMan26 shows very little activity towards glucomannan (Kawaguchi et al., 2013), see Table 2 in the thesis.
In a different niche, Cellvibrio japonicus, feeds on dead organic matter in the soil. To accomplish this task it produces several GH5 and GH26 mannanases that break down the mannan present in plant cell walls. The enzymes appear to have specialized functions in regards to substrate specificity and cellular location. The GH5A-C that all have CBMs are predicted to be secreted and target insoluble cell wall components, while the GH26A-C (lacking CBMs) are predicted to be anchored to the outer membrane via lipid anchors and are suggested to act on the mannan fragments produced by the GH5 mannanases (Cartmell et al., 2008).

**Carbohydrate binding modules**

CjMan5C is the only of the characterized C. japonicus mannanases that is active on insoluble ivory nut mannan (Hogg et al., 2003), while all four β-mannanases studied in this thesis show activity towards ivory nut mannan, regardless of presence or absence of CBMs. However, the activity on ivory nut mannan is much lower for all four enzymes studied in this thesis compared to activity on LBG. Interestingly, BaMan5A from Bacillus agaradhaerens has a $k_{cat}$ in the same range for glucomannan, LBG and ivory nut mannan (500-750 s$^{-1}$) (Tailford et al., 2009).

The presence of the two CBM23s in BaMan26A seems to increase the specific activity towards LBG and guar gum. In BlMan5_8, no effect was observed on the kinetic parameters in presence or absence of the CBM10. The CBM10 of BlMan5_8 seems to be a low affinity CBM, as the affinity of BlMan5_8 towards LBG was 35-fold lower compared to that of BaMan26A.

The homolog of BlMan5_8, CjMan5A, contains two tandem CBMs of family 10, that show affinity towards cellulose and ivory nut mannan. However, CjMan5A shows no activity towards ivory nut mannan. In BlMan5_8, the situation is reverse: the enzyme shows no detected affinity towards ivory nut mannan, but can act on it, releasing oligosaccharides of mainly M3, M4 and M5. The activity on ivory nut mannan, is however much lower than that on LBG.

In BaMan26A, which otherwise has a high $K_m$, the function of the CBM could be to increase the local concentration of the substrate in the vicinity of the enzyme. It is interesting to observe that the mannanases from B. adolescentis and B. animalis subsp. lactis have CBMs with different affinities for mannan. In this case, the enzyme with the higher affinity CBM is potentially cell anchored and could, hypothetically, bind the substrate to the cell.

**Mannan utilization by gut bacteria**

Although studies have found that only a few strains of B. adolescentis can grow on guar or locust bean gum (Crociani et al., 1994, Salyers et al., 1977),
**Bifidobacterium** species have been shown to increase when the host includes guar gum in the diet (Paper I, Ohashi et al., 2012, Okubo et al., 1994).

Also, many *Bacteroides* species do not grow on guar gum *in vitro* (Hartemink and Rombouts, 1999, Okubo et al., 1994, Martens et al., 2011), and the group Bacteroidaceae, to which they belong, did not increase in cell counts in the study in the human subjects that received PHGG (Okubo et al., 1994). This is in line with our findings in rats (Paper I), where *Bacteroides* cell counts were not significantly increased when rats were fed different molecular weight of guar gum (315, 900 and 2000-3000 kDa) compared to control. However, it is perhaps unlikely that abundance of a genus would significantly increase if only a few species are able to metabolize the fiber. In addition, *B. ovatus* can grow on galactomannan *in vitro* (Martens et al., 2011) and mannanase activity in *B. ovatus* was detected when grown on guar gum, but not on mannose or galactose (Gherardini and Salyers, 1987a).

The difference in the effect on the cell counts in the caecum between *Bifidobacterium* and *Bacteroides* could possibly be due to that not all species of the genus are able to grow on guar gum. Furthermore, bacteria live in consortium where cross-feeding plays an important role (De Vuyst and Leroy, 2011) and the presence of other bacteria induce altered gene expression compared to single culture (Ruiz et al., 2009).

The extracellular mannanases present in a bacterium do not necessarily have the function of providing mannooligosaccharides for that specific bacterium, as gut bacteria live in consortium and cross-feed (De Vuyst and Leroy, 2011). Studies of individual bacteria and their enzymes give valuable information on the enzymatic mechanism and interplay of the enzymes. This is a valuable step towards also, further on, to understand the potential interplay between different species in the gut.
Conclusions and future perspectives

The mannan utilization in the gut has not been extensively studied in molecular detail. The findings in this thesis add to the knowledge of galactomannan utilization by the gut flora, both on organism level and in molecular detail. Guar gum of different viscosities gave rise to different metabolic effects in rats, indicating differences in the fermentation process. However, the effect of galactomannan on the levels \textit{Bacteroides} sp and \textit{Bifidobacterium} sp. was similar regardless of viscosity, indicating that the sugar composition gives rise effect, rather than viscosity (Paper I). It would be interesting to study the effect of galactomannan on species or even strain level, while in consortium.

In addition, four $\beta$-mannanases from the human gut bacteria were characterized (Papers II-IV). Together with the recently characterized $\beta$-mannanase BfMan26 from \textit{B. fragilis} (Kawaguchi et al., 2013), this work gives new insight into the molecular details of $\beta$-mannan utilization by the gut bacteria. Although guar gum is known to be fermented in the gut, some mannanases are unable to hydrolyze it, probably due to the high degree of galactose substitution. Some of the gut bacteria have, however, $\alpha$-galactosidases that can aid in the mannan hydrolysis by cleaving off the galactose substitutions. In \textit{B. ovatus} an $\alpha$-galactosidase is part of the same PUL as the mannanases, and can act in synergy with the mannanases to break down galactomannooligosaccharides (Paper III). It would be interesting to study the potential interplay between enzymes, such as mannanases and $\alpha$-galactosidases, from the gut flora and elucidate any potential synergistic actions between enzymes from different organisms, since they live in consortium and share the same niche.

Three of the $\beta$-mannanases were found to mainly produce products of a defined length. The dominant product of BaMan26A was mannotriose, while BoMan26A and BoMan26B produced mannobiose or mainly mannobiose, respectively. All four enzymes have an endo-mode of action. BoMan26A seems to be an endo-acting mannanase, in contrast to its homolog CjMan26C, which is described as exo-acting. It would be interesting to study the mechanism behind the product profiles displaying such distinct dominant products like BoMan26A and address whether some of the mannanases are processive or not. In contrast, BlMan5_8 produces a variety of oligosaccharides from LBG and ivory nut mannan. It is interesting to note that of the four mannanases studied in this thesis, the anchored
GH26 mannanases were the ones to have a product profile showing distinct products, while the secreted BlMan5_8 produced products of different length.

The CBM10 in BlMan5_8 probably has a different function to the CBM23s of BaMan26A. While CBM23s in BaMan26A have a high affinity for LBG and increase the specific activity of BaMan26A, the CBM10 in BlMan5_8 does not seem to have this function.

This work adds to the insight into the molecular details of mannan utilization by gut bacteria. The study gives fundamental knowledge on the molecular mechanisms, including molecular structure knowledge and, in the case of \textit{B. ovatus}, the interplay between enzymes, accomplishing digestion of a complex polysaccharide, in this case galactomannan. The study gives detailed knowledge on individual enzymes, which also potentially could be useful in applications for polysaccharide conversion or tailoring directed towards food applications or biomass processing.
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